For evidence reliability weighting under incomplete information, a method is proposed based on two-tuple linguistic. Experts describe the evidence with the indexes which are familiar with, and then assess the evidence based on these indexes and give linguistic assessment information. Subsequently, two-tuple linguistic based on incomplete linguistic information is employed to combine the assessment information from experts and conclude the reliability of the evidence. This method allows the linguistic description of assessment information given by experts, so as to better avoid some problems, such as, information distortion and loss, etc. This method is applicable when incomplete information exists, and able to well solve the practical problem that experts fail to conduct complete assessment due to their limited professional knowledge. This paper illustrates the feasibility and effectiveness of this method with an example. Keywords: evidence reliability; two-tuple linguistic; linguistic assessment information; incomplete linguistic information; multi-objective programming CLC Number: C934 Document Code: A
I. INTRODUCTION
In the group decision-making with incomplete information, evidence theory has been widely applied as it can well explain some important cognitive concepts, e.g. "uncertain" and "unknown", and combine the professions of experts to provide highly accurate assessment information for decision-making. When evidence theory is applied in group decision-making, the results of decision-making depend on the reliability of every evidence as the combination rules of evidence theory are given. According to the existing references, there are three types of methods for evidence reliability weighting. 1.
Evidence reliability is obtained by training BP neural networks [1] , which needs to train tremendous data. 2. Evidence reliability weighting is conducted based on typical samples, and reliability depends on the Hamming distance between the typical values of evidence and target mode, which is not applicable to the uniform and continuous distribution of evidence reliability [2] . 3 . Reliability weight is obtained using the membership function in fuzzy mathematics, which depends much on practical application and has very complicated calculation of reliability [3] .
Besides these shortcomings, these methods have one common problem that they are not applicable when incomplete information exists. This paper proposes to apply two-tuple linguistic in the process of evidence reliability weighting. The information needed by experts in the process of evidence reliability weighting, e.g. knowledge and experience, etc. is described with the indexes they are familiar with, and experts are only required to give linguistic assessment information on these indexes. Then, the assessment information given by experts is combined to obtain the weight of evidence reliability assigned by each expert. Meanwhile, two-tuple linguistic cannot obtain the weight of index directly when incomplete linguistic information exists, so this paper establishes the index optimization model with the goal of International Conference on Intelligent Control and Computer Application (ICCA 2016) minimizing total deviation, so as to solve this problem. In the process of evidence reliability weighting, experts give the assessment information of each index mostly in linguistic form, so two-tuple linguistic can effectively prevent such problems as information distortion and loss, etc. in the aggregation and calculation of linguistic assessment information, so as to realize better accuracy and reliability of calculation. Meanwhile, the calculation method of index weight in two-tuple linguistic is improved to make two-tuple linguistic more suitable for the condition when both assessment information and weight information of indexes are incomplete. S={s0=Very Poor(VP) , 1 S =Poor(P) , 2 =Medium Poor(MP) S , 3 S =Fair(F) , 4 =Medium Good(MG) S , 5 S =Good(G) , 6 S =Good(G)}
II. EVIDENCE RELIABILITY WEIGHTING

METHOD BASED ON TWO-TUPLE LINGUISTIC
A. Overview of Two-tuple Linguistic Theory
the two tuples can be obtained using the following functionθ : 
In which, round is the rounding calculator. on own profession is calculated as follows:
The 
To satisfy Equation (9), the result of Equation
B. Two-tuple Linguistic with Incomplete Linguistic Information
Two-tuple linguistic requires experts to give judgments or make decisions on all indexes in the assessment index system. Due to the complexity and uncertainness of a problem, experts can only assess the indexes in the fields they are familiar with, so linguistic assessment information is incomplete, and the weight information given by experts to indexes is incomplete. Two-tuple linguistic is improved to be applicable to the group decision-making with incomplete information. Reliable decision can be made by utilizing two-tuple linguistic for the high fidelity of experts' assessment information and employing evidence theory for combination of experts' assessment information. 
1) Incompleteness of Linguistic Assessment
When an expert is not familiar with an index, he cannot assess the index of the object correctly. γ is defined as follows:
The total deviation of t judgment matrixes is:
In which, assessment linguistic terms, and the assessment information is given by experts in the form of natural language, the initial term matrixes given by experts are as follows: 
0 0 0 0
Based on Equation (2), the initial linguistic matrixes given by four experts are converted into the two-tuple form as follows: c) Equations (8) and (10) are employed to combine the assessment information given by each expert, so as to obtain the reliability of evidence given by each expert during the analysis of each object. The results are shown in Table 1 . 
